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Abstract–Phosphorus zoning is observed in olivines in high-FeO (type IIA) chondrules in H
chondrites over the entire range of petrologic grades: H3.1–H6. Features in P
concentrations such as oscillatory and sector zoning, and high P cores are present in olivines
that are otherwise unzoned in the divalent cations. Aluminum concentrations are low and
not significantly associated with P zoning in chondrule olivines. In highly unequilibrated H
chondrites, phosphorus zoning is generally positively correlated with Cr. Atomic Cr:P in
olivine is roughly 1:1 (3:1 for one zone in one olivine in RC 075), consistent with Cr3+
charge-balancing P5+ substituting for Si4+. Normal igneous zonation involving the
dominant chrome species Cr2+ was observed only in the LL3.0 chondrite Semarkona. In
more equilibrated chondrites (H3.5–H3.8), Cr spatially correlated with P is occasionally
observed but it is diffuse relative to the P zones. In H4–H6 chondrites, P-correlated Cr is
absent. One signature of higher metamorphic grades (≥H3.8) is the presence of near matrix
olivines that are devoid of P oscillatory zoning. The restriction to relatively high
metamorphic grade and to grains near the chondrule–matrix interface suggests that this is a
response to metasomatic processes. We also observed P-enriched halos near the chondrule–
matrix interface in H3.3–H3.8 chondrites, likely reflecting the loss of P and Ca from
mesostasis and precipitation of Ca phosphate near the chondrule surface. These halos are
absent in equilibrated chondrites due to coarsening of the phosphate and in unequilibrated
chondrites due to low degrees of metasomatism. Olivines in type IA chondrules show none
of the P-zoning ubiquitous in type IIA chondrules or terrestrial igneous olivines, likely
reflecting sequestration of P in reduced form within metallic alloys and sulfides during
melting of type IA chondrules.
INTRODUCTION
Olivine is a liquidus or near-liquidus phase at low
pressure in most naturally occurring mafic and
ultramafic liquids. It is therefore widespread as a
crystalline phase in igneous systems and extremely
valuable as an indicator of igneous conditions. As it
grows from a silicate melt, olivine is usually chemically
zoned because of variations in growth rate, liquid
composition, temperature, and/or pressure. When this
zoning is preserved, it provides constraints on the
conditions under which the crystallization took place
(e.g., Pan and Batiza 2002; Costa and Chakraborty
2004) but, particularly for the most abundant divalent
cations in olivine (e.g., Fe, Mg, Ni, Ca), diffusion at
the high temperatures at which olivine grows in
natural systems is often sufficiently rapid to modify the
original zoning even as the crystal is growing
(Miyamoto et al. 1986). These modified zoning
patterns have been used to infer residence times of
olivine xenocrysts in dacitic to andesitic melts (Costa
and Chakraborty 2004) and to constrain cooling rates
of chondrules (Miyamoto et al. 1986, 2009; Kennedy
et al. 1993; Desch and Connolly 2002). Although
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useful for providing such information, this
modification of original zoning profiles can result in
loss of information on the earliest crystallization
history of the olivine, and this is particularly true for
magmas with the highest liquidus temperatures (e.g.,
primitive mafic to ultramafic magmas, including
komatiites and picrites and individual chondrules).
Although the usual focus of chemical analyses of
olivines is on the abundant divalent cations, recent
studies have shown that zoning of phosphorus, a
pentavalent cation, is a common feature in olivines
from a wide range of igneous rock types, including
terrestrial basalts, komatiites, andesites, peridotites, and
dacites, meteorites, and lunar samples (Jones 1990;
Beckett et al. 2008; Milman-Barris et al. 2008; Hewins
2009; Mallmann et al. 2009; Foley et al. 2011, 2013;
McKibben et al. 2013; Shearer et al. 2013; Welsch et al.
2013; Elardo and Shearer 2014). The zoning takes many
forms, including oscillatory zones that parallel existing
crystal faces or outline apparent ghost skeletal crystals
and in which P contents can oscillate from below
detection limit up to concentrations similar to those of
the liquid from which the olivine crystallized.
Phosphorus zoning is present even in crystals that are
homogeneous with respect to the divalent cations
(Milman-Barris et al. 2008), suggesting that it either
records and/or preserves information on the early
history of olivine growth not available from studies of
divalent cations. Moreover, zoning of Cr, Al, and Ti is
often correlated with zoning of P, especially in crystals
that were rapidly quenched (Milman-Barris et al. 2008;
Hewins 2009). These observations suggest that zoning
of P and other slow-diffusing cations in olivine may
provide information on crystal growth both in the early
crystallization history and subsequent evolution of
igneous systems (Erdmann et al. 2012; Welsch et al.
2013).
Previous studies (Milman-Barris et al. 2008; Hewins
2009; Welsch et al. 2013) have connected the
incorporation of elevated concentrations of P in olivine
(i.e., approaching the concentration of P in the
enclosing liquid, suggesting that P is behaving as a
compatible element, in contrast to its incompatible
equilibrium partitioning [Anderson and Greenland 1969;
Brunet and Chazot 2001]) to periods of rapid crystal
growth. Using dynamic crystallization experiments
combined with observations of natural olivines, they
also inferred that diffusive relaxation of zoning in
olivine affects first the divalent cations, followed by Al
and Cr, and, finally, P; that is, they inferred that the
diffusivities of these elements decrease in the sequence
Ddivalent > DAl > DCr » DP (although they noted that
this simple ordering could be complicated by valence
state for Cr and Fe). This order is similar to that of
other experimental determinations, although Spandler
and O’Neill (2010) and Spandler et al. (2007) report an
upper limit on DAl lower than previously reported DAl
(Jurewicz and Watson 1988; Scowen et al. 1991) or
DCr3+ (Ito and Ganguly 2006). Finally, Milman-Barris
et al. (2008) pointed out that diffusivities for Cr and Al
within P-enriched regions might be very different from
the diffusivities outside them.
Chondrules are a natural laboratory for exploring
the origin and evolution of P zoning in igneous
olivines. Chondrules—major constituents of most
chondritic meteorites—are roughly millimeter-sized,
mafic spheres that quenched at 10–1000 °C h1
(Hewins et al. 2005) from molten and partially molten
droplets ~4.56 billion years ago in nebular or planetary
environments (Scott and Krot 2005; Connolly 2012).
Olivine is a major mineral in most chondrules and was
the liquidus phase in most of them (e.g., Scott 2007).
At the time of quenching, olivines in chondrules
recorded strong Fe-Mg zoning formed during olivine
growth from a melt, although it was often modified
during cooling because of the high temperatures of
crystallization (1400–1850 °C) (e.g., Miyamoto et al.
1986). After quenching, chondrules were then
incorporated into small planetary bodies, lithified, and
then variably metamorphosed for 6–7 million years
after accretion (see reviews by Huss et al. 2006; Scott
2007), and finally delivered to Earth as the ordinary
chondrites, the most abundant class of meteorites
falling on Earth today (e.g., Hewins et al. 1996; Sears
2004). Most ordinary chondrites are divided into one
of three chemical classes (H, L, LL), and they range
from unequilibrated (i.e., essentially unmetamorphosed)
type 3.0 chondrites in which chondrule olivine displays
igneous zoning of the divalent cations and no
significant subsolidus modification to metamorphosed
type 3.5 chondrites in which Fe-Mg zoning in the
olivines has been homogenized, to type 6 chondrules
that are so strongly metamorphosed that the original
chondrule outlines are generally indistinct (Van Schmus
and Wood 1967).
The purpose of this study is to characterize the
zoning of P, Cr, and associated elements in olivine from
unequilibrated to equilibrated chondrules and to
understand the initial igneous zonation and how it
responded to progressive metamorphism. We
concentrate on a suite of H chondrites ranging from
unequilibrated (petrologic grade 3.1, referred to as
H3.1) to equilibrated (H6). We also describe P zoning
in olivines from Semarkona (LL3.0), arguably the least
metamorphosed of known ordinary chondrites (Sears
et al. 1980; Huss et al. 1981), both to extend our study
of the effects of metamorphism on P zoning and to
probe for possible differences between chondrules in H
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and LL chondrites. Preliminary results of this work
were presented in McCanta et al. (2008, 2009).
SAMPLES AND ANALYTICAL METHODS
We obtained polished thin sections from a suite of
H chondrites to cover a range of petrologic grades from
highly unequilibrated (RC 075 [H3.1; section UH 82]),
to moderately unequilibrated (WSG 95300 [H3.3; section
15], BTN 00301 [H3.3; section 6)], Sharps [H3.4; section
USNM 640-4], MAC 88174 [H3.5; section 6], and
Dhajala [H3.8; section MAM 882A]), to equilibrated
(Forest Vale [H4; material for section provided by D.S.
Burnett], Allegan [H5; section USNM 953-2], and
Guare~na [H6; section USNM 1469-1]) (equilibration
designations following Van Schmus and Wood [1967]
expanded by Sears et al. 1980). We selected falls, where
possible, but these were supplemented by finds to
improve coverage of petrologic grade. The highly
unequilibrated LL chondrite Semarkona (LL3.0; section)
was also analyzed as an endmember due to its position
as the least metamorphosed ordinary chondrite.
We concentrated on type II (high-FeO) chondrules
because of their low abundances of alloys and sulfides,
which could potentially have scavenged P (Murrell and
Burnett 1983) and, thereby, complicate the partitioning
of P and other elements between olivine and silicate
liquids. However, we also performed a reconnaissance
study of type I (low-FeO) chondrules in several of the
same meteorite sections (RC 075, Dhajala, Forest Vale,
and Guare~na) for comparison. A subset of type II
chondrules, type IIA chondrules, in unequilibrated
chondrites (H3.1-H3.4; one of which is shown Fig. 1a)
were specifically chosen because they are olivine-rich
chondrules characterized by relatively Fe-rich olivines
(Fa 10–30: Scott and Taylor 1983); irregular chondrule
shapes; euhedral to subhedral olivine phenocrysts that
often extend to large sizes (sizes range from l0–250 lm
in diameter, with an average of ~ 50 lm: Jones 1990);
abundant glassy mesostasis with ample microlites; small
amounts of iron sulfide and chromite (generally <1 wt%
of the chondrule, but varying among metamorphic
grades: Jones 1990), and a paucity of Fe-Ni alloys
(significantly less than the described sulfides: Jones
1990); and swathing enstatites outlining the chondrule
surface (see descriptions in Jones [1990] and Scott and
Taylor [1983] for more details regarding the type I
versus II classification scheme). In meteorites of higher
metamorphic grade (>~H3.5), compositional criteria for
distinguishing between type I and II chondrules fail
because Fe/Mg ratios of the chondrule silicates are
homogenized and sulfide/alloy ratios change due to the
mobility of S during metamorphism (Hewins et al.
1996). For this reason, identification of chondrule type
in these more equilibrated chondrites has been made on
a textural basis: that is, we located chondrules with
appearances similar to those characteristic of
unmetamorphosed type IIA chondrules (i.e., irregular
shape, euhedral olivines, abundant microlites in
mesostasis [metamorphic grade <~4] following Jones
1990) and then assumed that they were metamorphosed
type IIA chondrules (see Figs. 1b and 1c). In addition to
the H chondrites listed above, we also examined olivines
in two type IIA chondrules from Semarkona (LL3.0).
High-resolution X-ray intensity maps and major
and minor element quantitative analyses were obtained
Fig. 1. Backscatter electron photomicrographs (BSE) of chondrules (ch) in H chondrites. a) Type IIA chondrule in RC 075
(H3.1), ch 2. b) Allegan (H5), ch 1. Chondrule shape, phenocryst size and morphology, and groundmass are consistent with this
being a type IIA chondrule. c) Guare~na (H6), ch 2. This is an example of a coarse-grained chondrule region suggestive of origin
as a type IIA chondrule. White boundary marks approximate chondrule area.
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using Caltech’s JEOL JXA-8200 electron microprobe.
Phosphorus, Fe, Al, Cr, and Ti Ka X-ray maps of
olivine grains or portions thereof were acquired
simultaneously using operating conditions of 15 kV and
400 nA, a beam diameter of 1 lm, pixel spacing of 1–
2 lm, and counting times of 800–2000 msec/step.
Quantitative analyses of a subset of the X-ray mapped
olivine grains were collected along traverses (point
spacings of 2–5 lm) at 15 kV and 40 nA with a beam
diameter of 1 lm (olivine) and counting times of 20 s
on peak for major elements (Si, Mg, Fe); 40 s on peak
for minor and trace elements (Ca, Mn, Ti, Ni, Na); and
160 s on peak for P, Cr, and Al. To minimize errors for
the trace elements, especially Al and P, we also collected
single point analyses within previously mapped high-
and low P zones at 15 kV and 100 nA, with 640 s on
peak count times for the minor elements. Natural
mineral standards were used for calibration (Milman-
Barris et al. 2008).
Lower-resolution whole-chondrule maps were
collected using energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX)
on the Tufts University JEOL 6300 scanning electron
microscope. Map areas of 480 9 640 pixels were
collected with a 10 ls dwell time per pixel and 25 passes
per pixel to build a map.
RESULTS
We present a brief description of the zoning
patterns and correlations between P and Cr in the
studied meteorites as a function of increasing
metamorphic grade. Representative olivine analyses are
listed in Table 1. Summaries of petrographic and
compositional observations are provided in Table 2.
Data S1 in supporting information contains a more
detailed description of each meteorite studied.
P-enriched zones are present in type IIA chondrule
olivines from all studied chondrites. Observed zoning
patterns include oscillatory zoning, high P cores
surrounded by oscillatory zoned rims, and zones that
appear to follow the grain boundaries of the olivine
(Fig. 2). P-enriched zones are uncorrelated with zoning
in Fe/Mg (e.g., Figs. 3–6). Reconnaissance mapping of
olivine from barred olivine chondrules (Fig. 7a) and
type IA (low-FeO) chondrules indicates no oscillatory
zoning in P or Cr, regardless of metamorphic grade
(RC 075 [H3.1; 3 chondrules], Dhajala [H3.8; 2
chondrules], Forest Vale [H4; 6 chondrules; Fig. 7b], or
in what appears by shape to have been a type IA
chondrule in Guare~na [H6; Fig. 7c]).
P-correlated zoning of Al was not observed in any
of the type IIA chondrule olivines we examined in
contrast to the readily observed Al zoning in olivine
from Hawaiian and Martian meteorites (Milman-Barris
et al. 2008; Beckett et al. 2008); indeed no Al zoning
was observed at all in any studied chondrule. This likely
reflects the low concentration of Al2O3 in the melts
from which the olivine crystallized relative to those
of olivine-saturated terrestrial or Martian liquids.
Typical bulk Al2O3 contents of type IIA ferromagnesian
chondrules in Semarkona average ~2.7 wt% (Jones
1990), whereas Al2O3 concentrations in terrestrial and
Martian basalts are typically > 10 wt%.
Meteorites with Metamorphic Grade ≤3.5
Olivines in type IIA chondrules in meteorites of
metamorphic grade ≤3.5 (Semarkona, RC 075, WSG
95300, BTN 00301, Sharps, MAC 88174) are euhedral
and set in a glassy groundmass with abundant
microlites of unanalyzed composition (Figs. 1a and 2a–
d). No evidence of relict olivine cores (e.g., Jones 1990)
was observed in the mapped grains. All analyzed
olivines exhibit primary normal igneous zonation of the
divalent cations (Figs. 3–6) and have Fo71–91 cores
(mean Fo81.2) (Table 1).
Phosphorus Distribution
All mapped olivine crystals exhibit oscillatory
zoning in P that has sharp boundaries (the mean width
from background to peak concentration is 6.9 lm
[n = 19]; e.g., Figs. 3b[A], 5a[A], 5d[B], 6a[A], 6g[A])
and is uncorrelated with zoning in the divalent cations
such as Fe and Mg (e.g., Figs. 3d, 4d, 5c, and 6c).
Observed zoning patterns include oscillatory zoning,
high P cores surrounded by oscillatory zoned rims, and
zones that appear to follow the grain boundaries of the
olivine similar to that observed by Hewins (2009). The
concentrations of P in oscillating zones vary by more
than an order of magnitude, ranging from below our
detection limits (0.01 wt% P2O5; 0.0003 cpfu) to as
much as 0.43 wt% P2O5 (0.009 cpfu) (Table 1). As
previously described for igneous meteorites and
terrestrial rocks, P zoning in olivine is uncorrelated with
and spatially independent of zoning in divalent cations
(e.g., Jones 1990; Milman-Barris et al. 2008; Hewins
2009; Foley et al. 2011; Balta et al. 2013; Shearer et al.
2013). Moreover, the presence, intensity, and style of P
enrichments are similar for olivines near chondrule
edges and in chondrule centers (Table 2; Figs. 2a–d).
BSE photomicrographs of chondrules from WSG
95300, BTN 00301, Sharps, and MAC 88174
superimposed on low-resolution P X-ray maps (areas of
high P concentration display as orange) show P-
enriched “halos” (~20 lm thick) within the chondrule
rim mesostasis (Fig. 8). The threshold concentration
was not calibrated but, given the counting times
(10 ls pixel1; 25 passes), it likely exceeded several wt%
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in the analyzed volume (i.e., P zoning in the olivines is
not resolved in this map). Finer scale SEM examination
of P hot spots in the matrix around the rim of the
chondrule and in the groundmass reveals the presence
of small, submicron crystals of Ca phosphate. Similar
maps of chondrules in RC 075 (Fig. 8a) and Semarkona
Table 1. Representative olivine compositions.
Semarkona Semarkona RC 075 RC 075 WSG 95300 WSG 95300 BTN 00301 BTN 00301 Sharps Sharps
High P Low P High P Low P High P Low P High P Low P High P Low P
SiO2 38.00 39.01 39.91 39.60 38.89 39.28 38.50 38.36 38.80 40.52
Al2O3 0.04 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.03
MnO 0.49 0.36 0.29 0.32 0.40 0.41 0.31 0.37 0.21 0.13
MgO 39.19 44.62 44.69 41.87 42.41 42.52 42.75 40.53 39.58 44.97
FeO* 21.47 14.49 14.31 17.34 17.91 17.97 17.13 20.74 18.89 13.14
Na2O 0.10 0.16 0.03 0.02 0.18 0.13 0.42 0.21 0.12 0.25
P2O5 0.21 0.01 0.17 0.01 0.32 0.01 0.19 0.01 0.43 b.d.l.
Cr2O3 0.53 0.52 0.45 0.29 0.41 0.20 0.13 0.11 0.73 0.20
CaO 0.22 0.14 0.15 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.07 0.08 0.21 0.09
TiO2 b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l.
NiO b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l.
100.25 99.35 100.00 99.59 100.66 100.65 99.54 100.43 99.03 99.33
Mg# 76.5 84.6 84.8 81.1 80.8 80.8 81.6 77.7 78.9 85.9
Si 0.985 0.988 0.999 1.009 0.986 0.995 0.985 0.988 1.003 1.014
Al 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001
Mn 0.011 0.008 0.006 0.007 0.009 0.009 0.007 0.008 0.005 0.003
Mg 1.515 1.685 1.668 1.591 1.602 1.606 1.630 1.557 1.524 1.678
Fe 0.466 0.307 0.300 0.370 0.380 0.381 0.366 0.447 0.408 0.275
Na 0.005 0.008 0.001 0.001 0.009 0.006 0.021 0.011 0.006 0.012
P 0.005 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.009 0.000
Cr 0.011 0.010 0.009 0.006 0.008 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.015 0.004
Ca 0.006 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.006 0.003
MAC 88174 MAC 88174 Dhajala Dhajala Forest Vale Forest Vale Allegan Allegan Guarẽna Guarẽna
High P Low P High P Low P High P Low P High P Low P High P Low P
SiO2 38.67 38.61 38.77 38.08 39.46 39.36 38.61 38.72 39.08 39.13
Al2O3 0.03 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
MnO 0.28 0.30 0.42 0.45 0.47 0.49 0.47 0.48 0.45 0.46
MgO 40.70 40.15 40.87 42.39 43.17 43.23 43.16 43.40 41.84 41.89
FeO* 20.04 20.96 19.54 18.06 17.22 16.84 16.81 16.96 18.38 18.28
Na2O 0.14 0.09 0.03 b.d.l. 0.03 0.09 b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l.
P2O5 0.20 0.02 0.15 b.d.l. 0.27 0.04 0.09 b.d.l. 0.16 0.03
Cr2O3 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.01 b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l.
CaO b.d.l. b.d.l. 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02
TiO2 b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l.
NiO b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l. b.d.l.
100.11 100.19 99.83 99.01 100.68 100.14 99.16 99.60 99.93 99.80
Mg# 78.4 77.3 78.8 80.7 81.7 82.1 82.1 82.0 80.2 80.3
Si 0.968 0.966 0.970 0.953 0.988 0.985 0.966 0.969 0.978 0.980
Al 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Mn 0.006 0.006 0.009 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.009 0.010
Mg 1.519 1.498 1.525 1.582 1.611 1.613 1.610 1.619 1.561 1.563
Fe 0.420 0.439 0.409 0.378 0.360 0.353 0.352 0.355 0.385 0.383
Na 0.007 0.004 0.002 0.000 0.001 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
P 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Cr 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Ca 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.000
Average detection limits for the elements in wt% are as follows: Si (0.03), Al (0.01), Mn (0.01), Mg (0.02), Fe (0.03), Na (0.01), P (0.01), Cr
(0.01), Ca (0.01), Ti (0.02), and Ni (0.02). Detection limits are based on 20 s peak count times for Si, Mn, Mg, Fe, Na, Ca, Ti, and Ni and 640
s peak count times for P, Cr, and Al. Below detection limit = b.d.l.
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reveal no comparable pattern of P-enriched phases
localized around chondrule rims, although there are
occasional P hot spots within the mesostases (Table 2).
Chromium Distribution
P-correlated variations in Cr are present in all of
the studied olivines in highly to moderately
unequilibrated ordinary chondrites; however, significant
changes are observed as a function of increasing
metamorphic grade.
Semarkona
Chromium contents of the olivines exhibit overall
core-to-rim zonation (i.e., low Cr cores zoned to higher
Cr rims), which are anti-correlated with zonation in
Mg# (Figs. 3d, 3h, and 3l). The concave-up profiles
observed in all olivines (Figs. 3d, 3h, and 3l) have been
previously observed in Semarkona by Grossman and
Brearley (2005) and interpreted as primary igneous
zonation. Superimposed on this smoothly varying
normal igneous zoning in Semarkona are perturbations
to elevated Cr2O3 contents (~0.01–0.05 wt%; note that
although the Cr2+/Cr3+ ratio is unknown in these
samples, all Cr is reported as Cr3+) that correlate with
the P zoning (Figs. 3b–c[C], 3f–g[B], and 3j–k[C]),
although the Cr-enriched zones are more diffuse than
the spatially correlated P-enriched zones (Figs. 3b–c[C],
3f–g[B], and 3j–k[B]).
These perturbations in Cr content are small in
Semarkona olivines, but they are similar to those
observed by Milman-Barris et al. (2008) in terrestrial
olivines (~0.01–0.1 wt%). The superposition of
correlated perturbations in Cr and P concentrations on
the concave-up profile associated with normal igneous
zoning may reflect different behaviors of Cr2+ and
Cr3+ in the olivine. For example, simple igneous
zonation may result from olivine Fe2+-Mg2+-Cr2+
substitution (DeHoog et al. 2010), while Cr3+ may play
a larger role in correlated Cr-P zonation (e.g., Milman-
Barris et al. 2008). Note that the perturbations in Cr
that are superimposed on the dominant broad concave-
up patterns are small, so only a small fraction (<5%) of
the total Cr in the Semarkona olivines is correlated with
P zoning.
RC 075
The broad concave-up Cr patterns observed in
Semarkona (Figs. 3d, 3h, and 3l) that have previously
been interpreted as primary igneous zoning (Grossman
and Brearley 2005) are not observed in RC 075
(Figs. 4d, 4h, and 4l) and background concentrations
are 5–10 times lower. Although redox conditions are
different between the LL (Semarkona) and H (RC 075)
chondrites (e.g., Brearley and Jones 1998), the observed
Cr differences cannot be accounted for by redox alone.
A lack of Cr igneous zonation preservation as
petrologic grade advanced from 3.0 to 3.1 was also
observed by Grossman and Brearley (2005). Other
features identified by Grossman and Brearley (2005) as
occurring during the 3.0 ? 3.1 increase in petrologic
Table 2. Summary of phosphorus relations in ordinary chondrites.
















Semarkona LL3.0 Fall — 10 5 Yes Sharp No No
RC 075 H3.1 Find 4 12 3 Yes Sharp No No
WSG 95300 H3.3 Find A/B 19 3 Yes Sharp No Yes
BTN 00301 H3.3 Find B 9 2 Yes Sharp No Yes
Sharps H3.4 Fall — 9 2 Yes Sharp (7/9)
or absent
No Yes








Forest Vale H4 Fall — 19 9 No No Yes No
Allegan H5 Fall 0 10 2 No No Yes No
Guare~na H6 Fall 3 8 2 No No Yes No
aWeathering grades, where available, are as follows: letter grades following the Meteorite Working Group (A: Minor rustiness, rust haloes on
metal particles and rust stains along fractures are minor; B: Moderate rustiness, large rust haloes occur on metal particles and rust stains on
internal fractures are extensive; e: Evaporite minerals visible to the naked eye), numeric grades following Wlotzka (1993) (W0: no visible
oxidation of metal or troilite, but may be noticeable in transmitted light a limonitic staining; W3: heavy oxidation of metal and troilite [60–
95% replaced]; W4: complete oxidation of metal and troilite [>95% replaced], but no alteration of silicates).
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grade include mottled appearance in Cr X-ray intensity
maps and Cr-depleted zones near crystal edges (Figs. 4c
[D] and 4k[D]) that are surrounded by Cr-rich rims
(Figs. 4c[C], 4g[C], and 4k[C]). These features are visible
in all of the mapped olivines (Figs. 4c[C–D], 4g[C], and
4k[C–D]), are uncorrelated with the zoning in P, and
differ from the Cr zoning discussed below that is
correlated with P zoning. Additionally, the destruction
of the primary igneous Cr zonation in RC 075 and the
resulting overall decrease in the Cr contents of olivine
outside of P–enriched zones and the resulting decrease
in the total Cr concentration may be responsible for the
fact that leads to Cr- and P zonation being significantly
more evident in meteorites more equilibrated than
Semarkona.
Phosphorus contents in RC 075 in each olivine
crystal are positively correlated with Cr (average Cr2O3
for all points in all crystals = 0.35 wt%; 0.007 cpfu)
with a positive Cr intercept that differs from crystal to
crystal (Figs. 9b and 9c). The high Cr intercept
indicates that each crystal has its own background Cr
concentration not associated with P enrichment (also
observed in fig. 9 of Milman-Barris et al. 2008) onto
which is superimposed the observed correlated P-Cr
Fig. 2. BSE images of type IIA chondrules in meteorites of increasing petrologic grade with rectangles outlining X-ray mapped
regions. Corresponding Ka P X-ray maps are shown below each BSE image. a) Ch 2 in Semarkona (LL3.0). Phosphorus-
enriched zones are observed in all mapped grains. b) Ch 3 in RC 075 (H3.1). Phosphorus-enriched zones are observed in all
mapped grains. c) Ch 1 in WSG 95300 (H3.3). Phosphorus zoning is observed in all mapped grains. d) Ch 1 in Sharps (H3.4).
Phosphorus zoning is observed in all mapped grains. e) Ch 1 in Dhajala (H3.8). Phosphorus zoning is observed in olivine grains
1 and 2 in the chondrule interior, but is not observed in grain 3, which is in contact with the chondrule rim.
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zonation. The P-Cr coupling observed in Fig. 4
traverses was not as pronounced in Semarkona (most
likely due to its significant primary core-to-rim igneous
zoning).
Chromium associated with P is superimposed on a
background Cr concentration (i.e., the intercepts in
Figs. 9b and 9c) that varies by ~0.001 cations per
formula unit within a crystal, but can differ by a factor
of several between crystals (Fig. 4d background Cr is
0.002 versus Fig. 4h background Cr is 0.007). Within a
P-enriched-zone, the perturbations in Cr cations above
the background zoning are often much smaller than the
Fig. 3. Iron, P, and Cr Ka X-ray maps of olivine (ol) in Semarkona (LL3.0) with quantitative traverse paths overlain; P and Cr
concentrations and Mg# along the traverses are shown below the maps for each grain, plotted as a function of distance. End-
points and arrows for the traverses are also indicated in the X-ray maps. The grayscale in this and X-ray maps in subsequent
figures are scaled to highlight features of interest, which are labeled [A], [B], etc. and indicated by blue arrows. a) Ch 1 ol 1 Fe
X-ray map. b) Ch 1 ol 1 P X-ray map. Concentric P-rich bands that parallel the grain surface [A] are present. A high P core [B]
is clearly visible. A potential region of P-Cr correlation [C] is indicated on both this and the subsequent Cr map. c) Ch 1 ol 1 Cr
X-ray map. A potential region of P-Cr correlation [C] is indicated on both this and the previous P map. d) Ch 1 ol 1
compositional traverse. The presence of igneous zoning in Fe/Mg is attributable to the unequilibrated state of Semarkona but
note that this zoning is not correlated with the oscillations observed in P. e) Ch 1 ol 2 Fe X-ray map. f) Ch 1 ol 2 P X-ray map.
A concentric P-rich band that parallels the grain surface [A] is present. A potential region of P-Cr correlation [B] is indicated on
both this and the subsequent Cr map. g) Ch 1 ol 2 Cr X-ray map. A potential region of P-Cr correlation [B] is indicated on both
this and the previous P map. h) Ch 1 ol 2 compositional traverse. The presence of igneous zoning in Fe/Mg is attributable to the
unequilibrated state of Semarkona but note that this zoning is not correlated with the oscillations observed in P. i) Ch 2 ol 2 Fe
X-ray map. j) Ch 2 ol 2 P X-ray map. A concentric P-rich band that parallels the grain surface [A] is present. A potential region
of P-Cr correlation [B] is indicated on both this and the subsequent Cr map. k) Ch 2 ol 2 Cr X-ray map. A potential region of
P-Cr correlation [B] is indicated on both this and the previous P map. l) Ch 2 ol 2 compositional traverse. The presence of
igneous zoning in Fe/Mg is attributable to the unequilibrated state of Semarkona but note that this zoning is not correlated with
the oscillations observed in P.
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background (i.e., the Cr correlated with P is a small
fraction of the total Cr). In chondrule 2, both of the
analyzed olivines have similar slopes in P-Cr space
(~1:1) suggestive of a ratio of P/Cr that varies in a
similar manner (Fig. 9c), although the Cr intercepts
differ. This ~1:1 slope is common in igneous olivines in
terrestrial and meteoritic rocks (Milman-Barris et al.
2008). The olivine crystal analyzed in chondrule 1,
however, exhibits three distinct trends in P-Cr (Figs. 9a
and 9b). One of these, labeled C in panels a and b, is
the artifact of an alteration vein that passes through the
crystal, but the other two (A and B) are interpreted to
reflect differences in olivine chemistry. P:Cr variations
near A in Fig. 9b are consistent with a slope of ~4/3,
comparable to the slope of ~1 observed for olivine 1 in
chondrule 2 (Fig. 9c), but the slope in P-Cr space in the
vicinity of B is significantly lower, ~1/3. These two
trends correspond to distinct regions within the crystal
(innermost core and rim versus midportion of crystal),
suggesting that different olivine substitution mechanisms
dominated during different periods of olivine growth.
Note also that the “B” trend formed during an
Fig. 4. Iron, P, and Cr Ka X-ray maps of olivine in RC 075 (H3.1) with quantitative traverse paths overlain; P and Cr
concentrations and Mg# along the traverses are next to the maps for each grain, plotted as a function of distance. End-points
and arrows for the traverses are also indicated in the P maps. a) Ch 1 ol 1 Fe X-ray map. A subtle secondary featured
interpreted as altered olivine [B] is present. b) Ch 1 ol 1 P X-ray map. A high P core [A] is clearly visible. A subtle secondary
featured interpreted as altered olivine [B] is present. c) Ch 1 ol 1 Cr X-ray map. A high Cr core [A] correlating with the high P
core is visible. Cr-rich rims surrounding the grain [C] and Cr-depleted zones near crystal edges [D] are also present. d) Ch 1 ol 1
compositional traverse. e) Ch 2 ol 1 Fe X-ray map. High Fe-P vein visible [B]. f) Ch 2 ol 1 P X-ray map. A high P core [A] is
clearly visible. High Fe-P vein visible [B]. g) Ch 2 ol 1 Cr K-ray map. A high Cr core [A] correlating with the high P core is
visible. Cr-rich rims surrounding the grain [C] are also present. h) Chondrule 2, olivine 1 compositional traverse. i) Ch 2 ol 2 Fe
X-ray map. High Fe-P vein visible [A]. A subtle secondary featured interpreted as altered olivine [B] is present. j) Ch 2 ol 2 P X-
ray map. High Fe-P vein visible [A]. A subtle secondary featured interpreted as altered olivine [B] is present. k) Ch 2 ol 2 Cr X-
ray map. Cr-rich rims surrounding the grain [C] and Cr-depleted zones near crystal edges [D] are present. l) Ch 2 ol 2
compositional traverse.
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intermediate time in the growth of the crystal as the
P-Cr slope in olivine on both sides of region “B”
are higher. The lack of compositional symmetry may
reflect true chemical differences during growth periods
or may be the result of cutting variations through this
crystal.
Fig. 5. Phosphorus and Cr Ka X-ray maps of olivine in WSG 95300 (H3.3) and BTN 00301 (H3.3) with quantitative traverse
paths overlain; P and Cr concentrations and Mg# along the traverses are next to the maps for each grain, plotted as a function
of distance. End-points and arrows for the traverses are also indicated in the X-ray maps. a) WSG 95300 ch 1 ol 1 P X-ray map.
P-rich bands that parallel the grain surface [A] are present. Field of view is 200 lm. b) WSG 95300 ch 1 ol 1 Cr X-ray map. Cr-
rich rims surrounding the grain [B] are present. Field of view is 200 lm. c) WSG 95300 ch 1 ol 1 compositional traverse. d)
WSG 95300 ch 1 ol 3 P X-ray map. A high P core [A] is clearly visible. Concentric P-rich bands that parallel the grain surface
[B] are present. Field of view is 100 lm. e) WSG 95300 ch 1 ol 3 Cr X-ray map. Cr-rich rims surrounding the grain [C] are
present. Field of view is 100 lm. f) WSG 95300 ch 1 ol 3 compositional traverse. g) BTN 00301 ch 1 ol 3 P X-ray map. A low P
core [A] is clearly visible. Field of view is 100 lm. h) BTN 00301 ch 1 ol 3 Cr X-ray map. Cr-rich veins [B] and rims
surrounding the grain [C] are present. Field of view is 100 lm. i) BTN 00301 ch 1 ol 3 compositional traverse.
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Fig. 6. Phosphorus and Cr Ka X-ray maps of olivine in Sharps (H3.4) and MAC 88174 (H3.5) with quantitative traverse paths
overlain; P and Cr concentrations and Mg# along the traverses are next to the maps for each grain, plotted as a function of
distance. End-points and arrows for the traverses are also indicated in the X-ray maps. a) Sharps ch 1 ol 1 P X-ray map. P-rich
bands that parallel the grain surface [A] are present. A low P core [B] is clearly visible. Field of view is 100 lm. b) Sharps ch 1
ol 1 Cr X-ray map. Cr-rich rims surrounding the grain [C] are present. Field of view is 100 lm. c) Sharps ch 1 ol 1
compositional traverse. d) Sharps ch 1 ol 2 P X-ray map. A high P core [A] is clearly visible. Bright round high P spot in X-ray
map is a melt inclusion [B]. Note the surrounding low P olivine as described in Milman-Barris et al. (2008). Field of view is
100 lm. e) Sharps ch 1 ol 2 Cr X-ray map. Cr-rich rims surrounding the grain [C] are present. High Cr phases in the matrix
near but outside the chondrule rims [D] are visible. Field of view is 100 lm. f) Sharps ch 1 ol 2 compositional traverse. g) MAC
88174 ch 1 ol 1 P X-ray map. P-rich bands that parallel the grain surface [A] are present. Bright round high P spot in X-ray map
is a melt inclusion [B]. Field of view is 50 lm. h) MAC 88174 ch 1 ol 1 Cr X-ray map. Indistinct Cr-rich bands correlating with
the P-rich bands are observed [A]. Cr-rich veins [C] are present. i) MAC 88174 ch 1 ol 1 compositional traverse.
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Fig. 7. BSE photomicrograph of barred olivine and type I chondrules. Phosphorus maps of olivines in these chondrules were
featureless. a) Guare~na (H6) barred olivine. b) Type I chondrule in Forest Vale (H4). c) Region inferred to have been a type I
chondrule in Guare~na (H6).
Fig. 8. False color P Ka X-ray maps superimposed on meteorite BSE images. Regions of high P concentration are in orange. a)
RC 075 (ch 2). b) WSG 95300 (ch 2). c) Sharps (ch 2). d) MAC 88174 (ch 3). e) Dhajala (ch 2). f) Dhajala (ch 1).
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WSG 95300 and BTN 00301
Chromium zonation is spatially correlated with P in
all olivine grains mapped in WSG 95300 and BTN
00301 (Figs. 5c, 5f, and 5i) (average Cr2O3 for all points
in all crystals = 0.23 and 0.12 wt%, respectively) and
the boundaries between low concentration regions and
high concentration regions remain as distinct as those
observed in RC 075. Chromium contents are uniformly
lower than observed in the less equilibrated chondrites.
Every olivine crystal is surrounded by a high-Cr rim
similar to that reported by Grossman and Brearley
(2005) (Figs. 5b[B], 5e[C], and 5h[C]). Chromium-rich
veins, similar to those observed in RC 075, dominate
the Cr concentration in BTN 00301 (Fig. 5h[B]).
Sharps and MAC 88174
Chromium zonation is spatially correlated with P
zonation in all but two crystals in Sharps (average
Cr2O3 = 0.15 wt%; 0.003 cpfu), but only two (e.g.,
Fig. 6i) of eight in MAC 88174 (average Cr2O3 = 0.09
wt%; 0.002 cpfu). The two crystals observed to have Cr
zoning retain indistinct oscillatory Cr zoning near
crystal centers (e.g., Fig. 6h[A]) that is spatially
correlated with P, but P-correlated Cr is absent near
crystal edges. Chromium zonation is not present in the
non-P-correlated crystals in either meteorite. The Cr
concentration in these meteorites is less than observed
in the less equilibrated H chondrites. Chromium-rich
veins, similar to those observed in RC 075, dominate
the Cr concentration in MAC 88174 (Fig. 6h[C]).
Chromium-rich rims are observed surrounding all
crystals (Figs. 6b[C] and 6e[C]). In addition, SEM
examination shows high Cr phases in the matrix near,
but outside, the chondrule rims and scattered
throughout olivine crystals inside the chondrules
(Figs. 2d, 6e[D], and 8d).
Fig. 9. a) Phosphorus Ka X-ray map of RC 075 (H3.1) ch 1 ol 1 with the location of an electron microprobe traverse overlain
(see also Fig. 3a). b) Plot of P versus Cr in the olivine illustrated in panel a, showing three trends, labeled A, B, and C. These
correspond to the traverse regions indicated in panel a. Trends A and B (solid symbols) are interpreted as primary igneous
growth trends; trend C (open symbols) appears to be a secondary artifact of a nearby alteration vein (see Fig. 4a) and is thus
ignored in the panels c and d. c) P versus Cr in ch 1 ol 1 (excluding alteration associated trend) and two RC 075 olivines from
ch 2. The gray lines are slope 1 lines for each data set. The olivines from ch 2 show no evidence for multiple Cr-P-zoning trends.
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Meteorites with Metamorphic Grade 3.8
Olivines in type IIA chondrules in Dhajala are
euhedral and set in a devitrified glassy groundmass with
abundant microlites (Figs. 2e, 8e, and 8f). Olivine
compositions range from ~Fo77–81 (mean = Fo79.6;
Table 1). Igneous zonation of Fe-Mg was not observed in
any of the studied olivines (Figs. 10c and 10f);
presumably it was originally present, but has been
homogenized by thermal metamorphism (Van Schmus
and Wood 1967).
Phosphorus Distribution
Phosphorus concentrations range from P2O5 below
detection limits (0.01 wt%; 0.0003 cpfu) up to 0.15 wt%
(0.003 cpfu) (Table 1). Eight of the nine crystals exhibit
well-defined P zonation (mean width from background
to peak concentration [n = 3]: 5.3 lm; e.g., Figs. 10a
and 10d). The ninth, an olivine crystal near the rim of
chondrule 1 was featureless in the P map (Table 2;
Fig. 2e). Dhajala olivine 1 (chondrule 1) exhibits
oscillatory zoning (Figs. 10a[A] and 10d[A]) and a high
P interior feature (Fig. 10a[B]) similar to those
previously described above for the less equilibrated
chondrites (cf. Fig. 2).
Low-resolution P maps of whole chondrules show P
halos composed of concentrated submicron Ca-
phosphate crystals within the chondrule near the
chondrule-matrix interface and in the immediately
surrounding matrix (Table 2; Figs. 8e and 8f).
Chromium Distribution
Phosphorus-correlated zoning of Cr is present in
olivines found in chondrule interiors (two of nine
mapped olivine crystals), but absent in those crystals
that are in contact with chondrule rims. Chromium
concentrations in Dhajala olivines are generally much
lower than observed in RC 075 (Dhajala maximum
Cr2O3 = 0.10 wt% [0.004 cpfu] and background
Cr2O3 = 0.02 [0.0004 cpfu]; RC 075 maximum
Cr2O3 = 0.35 wt% [0.007 cpfu] and background
Cr2O3 = 0.21 wt% [0.004 cpfu]). Chromium-rich rims
are observed surrounding all olivine crystals (Fig. 10b
[C]). In addition, SEM examination of the Dhajala
chondrules shows high Cr phases in the matrix near to,
but outside, the chondrule rims and scattered
throughout olivine crystals inside the chondrules
(Figs. 8e and 8f); of the previously described, lower
grade meteorites, comparable Cr hot spots are only seen
in Sharps (H3.4) and MAC 88174 (H3.5), the highest
grade meteorites of those previously described.
Meteorites with Metamorphic Grade ≥4
Olivines in type IIA chondrules in the equilibrated
meteorites Forest Vale and Allegan are euhedral and set
in a devitrified glass groundmass with abundant
microlites (Figs. 1b and 1c). Except for barred olivine
chondrules, whose outlines are often readily discerned,
it is difficult to identify distinct chondrules in Guare~na
due to extensive recrystallization (especially of the
matrix.) We were not able to discern whole porphyritic
olivine chondrules with sharply delineated boundaries,
but there are regions with the textural characteristics of
type IIA chondrules (e.g., irregular shape, euhedral
olivines, etc.; Fig. 1c) and it is on these areas that we
concentrated. Olivine compositions range from ~Fo79–83
(mean = Fo81.3; Table 1). Igneous zonation of Fe-Mg
was not observed in any of the studied olivines
(Figs. 10i and 10l); presumably it was originally present,
but has been homogenized by thermal metamorphism
(Van Schmus and Wood 1967).
Phosphorus Distribution
Phosphorus concentrations in olivines from type
IIA chondrules in the equilibrated meteorites range
from P2O5 below the detection limit (0.01 wt%; 0.0003
cpfu) up to 0.27 wt% (0.006 cpfu), comparable to
ranges observed in zoned crystals from the previously
described meteorites (Table 1). When present, clear
P-zoning features (mean width from background to
peak concentration: 13.6 lm [n = 10]) include high P
interiors (Figs. 10g[A], 11a[B], 11d[B], and 11j[A]) and
oscillatory zoning (Figs. 10j[A], 11a[A], 11d[A], and 11g
[A]). Interior olivines (i.e., any crystal not touching the
chondrule rim in the plane of the section) of small size
display P zoning, whereas small crystals near the
chondrule rims (within ~15 lm of the rim) were
unzoned (Table 2). Indeed, all of the olivines lacking P
oscillations in X-ray maps were within 50 lm of
chondrule rims. However, several large olivine crystals
that extended from the chondrule interior (i.e., >100 lm
from the rim in the plane of the section) to the rim were
observed to be zoned; in one case, an olivine that
spanned the whole chondrule, from rim to rim was
zoned. We note, however, P zoning in an individual
crystal was either clearly delineated or not observed; no
intermediate states were observed.
In contrast to the H3.3-H3.8 chondrites described
above, there are no P-enriched zones in the Forest Vale
matrix immediately surrounding the chondrules
(Table 2), nor are they observed in any of the more
chemically equilibrated chondrites.
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Chromium Distribution
X-ray maps of Cr showed no P-correlated zoning of
Cr (Figs. 10i, 10l, 11c, 11f, 11i, and 11l), and
concentrations of Cr measured quantitatively were below
detection limits for all analyzed olivines (<0.01 wt%).
Chromium-rich veins, similar to those observed in RC
075, dominate the Cr concentration in Forest Vale
olivine 1, chondrule 2 (Fig. 10h[B]). High-Cr rims
surrounding olivine crystals were observed in Forest
Vale (H4) (Figs. 10h[C], k[B]), but not surrounding
olivines in Allegan (H5) or Guare~na (H6).
DISCUSSION
Phosphorus in Olivine as an Indicator of Metamorphic
Grade
In H3.1–H3.5 chondrites, olivine crystals from type
II chondrules display oscillatory zoning of P, regardless
of position within the chondrule, that is, distance to the
chondrule–matrix interface. For a metamorphic grade
of grade 3.8 or higher, olivines touching any portion of
the chondrule rims do not display oscillatory zoning of
P; crystals in the chondrule interiors are zoned. This
implies a metamorphic signature. However, the
frequency with which this lack of olivines displaying P
zoning near the chondrule–matrix interface occurs
appears to be no greater in the H5 chondrite Allegan
than it is in Dhajala (H3.8), suggesting that this is not a
simple case of thermal diffusion.
We found no examples of a near-rim olivine crystal in
which only a portion of P oscillation had been destroyed.
The crystals either retain igneous P-zoning patterns with
P-enriched zones intact or they show no oscillations in P
concentrations at all. The reason for a difference in the
occurrence of P-zoning between olivine crystals near and
far from chondrules edges in H chondrites of grade 3.8
and higher is uncertain, but if the correlation with
metamorphic grade holds up, it is most likely a result of
metamorphism rather than a primary igneous
phenomenon that is a function of position within the
chondrules unless the chondrules in higher grade
chondrites differed systematically in their pre-
metamorphic histories from those that occur in lower
grade chondrites. Note that the frequency with which this
lack of olivines displaying P zoning near the chondrule-
matrix interface occurs appears to be no greater in the H5
chondrite Allegan than it is in Dhajala (H3.8) and that
zoning is either present or absent (i.e., there are no
partially degraded P-zoned regions). This suggests that
this observation is not simply related to longer duration or
higher temperatures of metamorphism in the higher grade
chondrites. One possibility is that this observation reflects
alteration of the chondrites by fluids. Such alteration has
been previously inferred via a reaction such as
2ðOHÞðglÞ þ SiO2ðglÞ þ IVP5þðolÞ ¼ IVSi4þðolÞ þH2PO4 ðglÞ: (1)
However, this would require that the olivines were
susceptible to this type of alteration only for petrologic
grades 3.8 or higher, that only olivine crystals in the
outer portions of chondrules were susceptible, and that
the alteration did not increase as a function of
metamorphic grade.
Highly Unequilibrated Chondrites and the Origin of
Igneous Zoning of P and Associated Elements in Olivine
Cr Zonation in Unmetamorphosed Semarkona (LL3.0)
One objective of this study was to evaluate the
influence of metamorphic processes on igneous zoning
of P and associated elements such as Al, Cr, and Ti in
olivine through an examination of progressively
metamorphosed ordinary chondrites. In order to do
this, however, we need to establish a baseline of the
initial igneous zoning patterns that are subsequently
perturbed by metamorphism. For this purpose, we
assume that the zoning patterns in olivines from the
highly unequilibrated chondrite Semarkona (LL3.0)
represent undisturbed igneous features (e.g., Jones 1990;
Grossman and Brearley 2005). The zoning patterns
observed in this meteorite as detailed above include
correlated P and Cr zonation (Figs. 3f and 3 g),
oscillatory zoning of both P and Cr (Figs. 3f and 3 g),
high P cores surrounded by oscillatory zoned rims
(Fig. 3b), and linear zones that are roughly parallel to
Fig. 10. Phosphorus and Cr Ka X-ray maps of olivine in Dhajala (H3.8) and Forest Vale (H4) with quantitative traverse paths
overlain; P and Cr concentrations and Mg# along the traverses are next to the maps for each grain, plotted as a function of
distance. End-points and arrows for the traverses are also indicated in the X-ray maps. a) Dhajala ch 1 ol 1 P X-ray map. P-rich
bands that parallel the grain surface [A] are present. A high P core [B] is clearly visible. b) Dhajala ch 1 ol 1 Cr X-ray map. Cr-
rich rims surrounding the grain [C] are present. c) Dhajala ch 1 ol 1 compositional traverse. d) Dhajala ch 2 ol 1 P X-ray map.
P-rich bands that parallel the grain surface [A] are present. e) Dhajala ch 2 ol 1 Cr X-ray map. f) Dhajala ch 2 ol 1
compositional traverse. g) Forest Vale ch 2 ol 1 P X-ray map. A high P core [A] is clearly visible. h) Forest Vale ch 2 ol 1 Cr X-
ray map. Cr-rich veins [B] and rims surrounding the grain [C] are present. i) Forest Vale ch 2 ol 1 compositional traverse. j)
Forest Vale ch 1 ol 1 P X-ray map. P-rich bands [A] are present although they do not parallel the grain surface in the same
manner observed in other olivines. k) Forest Vale ch 1 ol 1 Cr X-ray map. Cr-rich rims surrounding the grain [B] are present. l)
Forest Vale ch 1 ol 1 compositional traverse.
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the grain boundaries of the olivine (Fig. 3f). Evidence
from natural (Milman-Barris et al. 2008) and
experimental olivines from dynamic crystallization runs
(McCanta et al. 2008) indicates these features form as a
result of rapid crystallization from a melt; the observed
oscillatory zoning is the response to an intrinsic process,
not an extrinsic one, such as reheating (e.g., Wasson
1996; Wasson and Rubin 2003). Before going on to the
effects of metamorphism, we will first discuss the
crystallization processes that most likely contributed to
the assumed primary igneous zonation. Note however,
as described above, that in contrast to the terrestrial
and Martian igneous olivines, Ti and Al are
undetectable in chondritic olivines via the electron
microprobe techniques we have used, so we are
restricted in this study to comparing P and Cr.
During crystallization of olivine, DCr2+ is <1
(Hanson and Jones 1998) and, therefore, the
concentration of Cr builds up in the melt so that, as
crystallization of olivine proceeds, Cr increases
progressively in the olivine. At fO2s below IW to IW-1
(where IW refers to the iron-wustite buffer and IW-1
indicates 1 log unit in fO2 more reducing than IW),
divalent Cr makes up the bulk of the olivine Cr content
(~70–90%: Bell et al. 2014). Therefore, at the fO2s
relevant to chondrule crystallization (Simon et al.,
2014), the early crystallizing olivines have low Cr (and
high Mg#) cores that grade to later crystallizing rims
with higher Cr (and higher Mg#) (Figs. 3d, 3h, and 3l).
This is observed in Semarkona (LL3.0) olivines
(Fig. 12c), but it is absent from the next, least
metamorphosed RC 075 (H3.1), as well as the more
highly metamorphosed samples, as discussed below
(Fig. 12c). We infer that during crystallization of
chondrules in Semarkona (e.g., Jones 1990), substitution
of Cr2+ in the olivine M1 and M2 sites is likely
responsible for the strong core-to-rim increase in Cr
observed in the essentially unmetamorphosed
Semarkona olivines. The low crystallization fO2 values
are also responsible for the higher Cr contents observed
in the chondritic versus terrestrial olivines (Fig. 12b).
Coupled P and Cr Zonation in Semarkona and RC 075
As described above, coupled P-Cr zonation is
observed in the unmetamorphosed Semarkona; it is also
observed in the low metamorphic grade RC 075. The
primary igneous Cr zoning in Semarkona obscures the
minor P-Cr substitution. Primary igneous Cr zonation is
absent in RC 075 due to partial metamorphic
reequilibration (Grossman and Brearley 2005) and
therefore the coupled P-Cr zonation is highly visible
(Fig. 4). Previous authors have explored the
mechanisms that may lead to minor element
substitution in olivine (see below). Here, we use our
chondritic olivine data to better constrain the potential
substitutions responsible for the observed zoning.
Most of the data we obtained for P-Cr zoning in
individual olivines from Semarkona type IIA chondrules
(and those from the slightly higher metamorphic grade
RC 075 chondrite) display ~1:1 covariations in P and
Cr (e.g., Figs. 9c and 12a), but with substantial nonzero
Cr intercepts that differ from crystal to crystal. If Cr is
involved in a coupled substitution with P, which would
be consistent with the covariations between P and Cr in
individual olivines from low metamorphic grade type
IIA chondrules, the roughly constant slope of the P:Cr
concentrations constrains plausible mechanisms (e.g.,
Milman-Barris et al. 2008). For P, crystallographic site
vacancies are generally thought to be important, at least
for phosphoran olivines containing several wt% or
more of P2O5 (Self and Buseck 1983; Agrell et al. 1998;
Boesenberg and Hewins 2010). Assuming this also
applies for P2O5 concentrations not exceeding a few
tenths of a wt%, the 1:1 P-Cr covariation typical of
unmetamorphosed type II chondrule olivine is
consistent with simple substitutions such as
IVSi4þ þ 2VIM2þ $ IVP5þ þ VICr3þ þVI h (2)
where the leading superscript refers to cation
coordination, □ refers to a vacancy, and VIM2+ to a
divalent cation on an octahedral site, may be pertinent.
The large scatter around a slope of roughly 1 (e.g.,
Figs. 9b and 9c) may result from analytical error due to
the small concentrations of the elements being measured
or from multiple substitution mechanisms. It is
important to note that Cr can substitute without
significant P and P can substitute without significant Cr
as evidenced by the earlier references; however, the
strong correlations between P and Cr observed in RC
Fig. 11. Phosphorus and Cr Ka X-ray maps of olivines in Allegan (H5) and Guare~na (H6) with quantitative traverse paths
overlain. P and Cr concentrations are plotted as a function of distance along the traverse. End-points and arrows for the
traverses are also indicated in the X-ray maps. a) Allegan ch 1 ol 1 P X-ray map. P-rich bands that parallel the grain surface [A]
are present. A high P core [B] is clearly visible. b) Allegan ch 1 ol 1 Cr X-ray map. c) Allegan ch 1 ol 1 compositional traverse.
d) Allegan ch 1 ol 2 P X-ray map. P-rich bands that parallel the grain surface [A] are present. A high P core [B] is clearly visible
e) Allegan ch 1 ol 2 Cr X-ray map. f) Allegan ch 1 ol 2 compositional traverse. g) Guare~na ch 1 ol 1 P X-ray map. P-rich bands
that parallel the grain surface [A] are present. h) Guare~na ch 1 ol 1 Cr X-ray map. i) Guare~na ch 1 ol 1 compositional traverse.
j) Guare~na ch 2 ol 1 P X-ray map. A high P core [A] is clearly visible. k) Guare~na ch 2 ol 1 Cr X-ray map. l) Guare~na ch 2 ol 1
compositional traverse.
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075 as well as previous studies (e.g., Milman-Barris
et al. 2008) suggest the observed patterns are consistent
with a coupled substitution.
We noted above that one portion of an olivine
crystal from chondrule 1 in RC 075 has a well-defined
slope of P versus Cr of ~1/3 (rather ~1) with a near zero
intercept (trend B in Fig. 9b), suggesting a different
substitution mechanism. One possibility is
IVSi4þ þ 5VIM2þ $ IVP5þ þ 3VICr3þ þ 2VIh (3)
b
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Fig. 12. a) Comparison of P-Cr trends across multiple chondrite metamorphic grades. Olivines in the highly to moderately
unequilibrated chondrites (Semarkona, RC 075, WSG 95300) are observed to have slopes ~1:1. The Semarkona values plotted
are only those whose Cr has been determined to be correlated with P thereby ignoring the broad Cr igneous zonation present in
this meteorite. Moderately to highly equilibrated chondrites (Dhajala, Forrest Vale, Allegan, Guare~na) have diminished Cr
content and show only variations in P composition. b) Comparison of P-Cr trends in RC 075 from this study with those
observed in variety of terrestrial igneous olivines taken from Milman-Barris et al. (2008). Terrestrial rock types include Volcan
San Pedro dacite, Gorgona picritic komatiite, and Hawaii and Siqueiros basalts. Terrestrial olivines generally display a steeper
slope than chondritic olivines. c) Comparison of Cr-Mg# trends across multiple chondrite metamorphic grades. Only olivines in
Semarkona show a clear igneous zoning pattern (i.e., negative correlation between Cr and Mg#).
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Note that P-enriched zones with P:Cr slopes of ~1
crystallized before and after this unique region, and we
have not observed any additional examples in RC 075
or in any of the other ordinary chondrites we studied.
Milman-Barris et al. (2008) also observed variations in
P:Cr covariations within single crystals, which they
ascribed to sector zoning, although specific substitution
mechanisms were not given. The causes and significance
of these spatial and temporal variations in substitution
mechanisms in space and time within a single crystal or
from crystal-to-crystal in a single chondrule are at
present unknown, but we note that they could lead to
heterogeneous responses to metamorphism.
It seems likely that Cr associated with P is largely
trivalent because this could mediate charge balance for
P substitutions into the olivine structure, whereas Cr2+
provides no valence benefit relative to other, more
numerous, M2+ cations. This is also consistent with the
observation of Ashworth (1979) that small chromite
inclusions decorating subcrystal boundaries within
olivine from equilibrated H chondrites (H4-H6) show
no symplectic intergrowths with pyroxene or other
phases that might have been expected due to reactions
producing excess Si if the Cr in the chromite had
originated as Cr2+ or Cr3+ in octahedral sites of the
olivine. Ashworth suggested that the Cr now in
chromite was originally Cr3+ in tetrahedral sites, which
would be consistent with a coupled Cr+P substitution
for 2Si. This also supports the hypothesis of Grossman
and Brearley (2005) that, for the equilibrated
chondrites, Cr2+ should be completely reequilibrated
during early thermal events; thus, the only Cr remaining
at these metamorphic grades is Cr3+ (Fig. 13).
According to XANES measurements reported by
Sutton et al. (1996), Cr in olivine from a type II
Semarkona chondrule is ~10% trivalent (i.e.,
predominately divalent). This is also supported by
recent XANES measurements of experimental olivines
crystallized from a low fO2 melt (IW to IW-1) which
report Cr in olivine to be ~10–30% trivalent (Bell et al.
2014). The amount of P-enriched olivine that was
incorporated into Sutton et al.’s and Bell et al.’s
analyses is unknown, but XANES is deeply penetrative
with attenuation depths exceeding 20 lm, so it is likely
that Sutton et al.’s measurements were effectively bulk
measurements that included both P-enriched and P-poor
zones. For RC 075 crystals (Fig. 3), we assessed the
possibility that Cr3+ observed by Sutton et al. (1996) is
associated with P by constructing a background for Cr
along traverses by eye and fitting a second or third
order polynomial to it. Chromium associated with P
was then taken to be the concentration above this
background. The average % Cr above background for
these crystals are 8, 12, and 18%. The high value is
partly attributable to a large Cr peak (Fig. 4d), which
also has an anomalously low slope in Fig. 9b. If Cr
from this region is excluded, the average P-associated
Cr is 14%. The fraction of Cr associated with P in RC
075 olivines is in reasonable accord with the 10%
trivalent Cr obtained by Sutton et al. (1996) for bulk Cr
in Semarkona olivine. It seems likely that Cr3+
measured by XANES in chondrule olivine is
dominantly P-associated Cr. If so, the bulk Cr3+/Cr2+
ratio in chondrule olivine could be more complex than
a simple measure of redox conditions.
An additional possibility is that P and Cr are not
substituting together as part of a coupled substitution.
One viable reaction to introduce P into olivine that is
supported by experimental results (Boesenberg and
Hewins 2010; Grant and Kohn 2013) is
4VIM2þ þ 2IVSi4þ $ 3VIM2þ þ 2IVP5þ þ VIh (4)
In this case, the observed correlation of P and Cr in
the chondrite olivines is not a true correlation, but
simply a covariation that would occur either in the
presence or absence of Cr. It should be noted that Cr
was not present in either of the experimental studies
presenting this result (Boesenberg and Hewins 2010;







































Fig. 13. Data from this study for Semarkona (LL3.0), RC 075
(H3.1), WSG 95300 (H3.3), and BTN 00301 (H3.3) plotted on
standard deviation versus the mean of the olivine Cr2O3 content
modified from Grossman and Brearley (2005; their fig. 15a).
Red circles = olivines from this study. Black circles = olivines in
ordinary chondrites of low metamorphic grade from Grossman
and Brearley (2005). Other meteorites from this study are not
plotted as those above petrologic type 3.2 are not easily
distinguished. Meteorite abbreviations are as follows:
Sem = Semarkona; QUE = QUE 97008; MET26 = MET
00526; EET = EET 90161; N56 = NWA 1756; N27 = NWA
3127; RC = RC 075; MET03 = MET 96503; Adr = Adrar 003;
Bish = Bishunpur; Y24 = Y-791324; Y58 = 791558; Y96 = Y-
793596; Kry = Krymka; GRO44 = GRO 95544; Sha = Sharps;
BRE = Bremerv€orde; BTN = BTN 00301; WSG = WSG
95300.
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Grant and Kohn 2013) and therefore the P substitution
mechanism could not be coupled with Cr3+ by design.
Therefore, we cannot evaluate the efficacy of this
substitution mechanism in natural samples, such as
those in this study. Strong P-Cr correlations were
observed both in this study and in Milman-Barris et al.
(2008) suggesting a coupled substitution, however we
cannot rule out that some of the P substitution may
take place in the absence of Cr.
Indeed, the nonzero intercepts suggest that much, in
some cases the majority, of the Cr substitutes
independently of P (Figs. 9c and 12a) with the
variability in intercept likely reflecting differing Cr
concentrations and valence states present in the crystal
boundary region during crystallization (Bell et al. 2014).
The specific substitution mechanism(s) by which this P-
independent Cr is incorporated into chondrule olivine is
not known, although there are several possibilities
including an indirect association of these cations rather
than a direct coupled substitution involving charge
balancing (Milman-Barris et al. 2008). One potential
substitution to incorporate Cr into the olivine structure
involves a coupled substitution of octahedral Cr3+ and
tetrahedral Al3+ substituting for an octahedral divalent
element (e.g., Fe2+, Mg) and tetrahedral silica: for
example, ivSi4+ + viM2+ = ivAl3+ + viCr3+(Bershov
et al. 1983; Colson et al. 1989; Mass et al. 1995).
Another possibility is the substitution of a pair of Cr3+
cations with an octahedral vacancy for three octahedral
divalent elements: for example, 3viM2+ = 2viCr3+ + vi□
(Gaister et al. 2003). Finally, and most importantly for
igneous crystallization of olivine in type II chondrules,
Cr2+ may substitute directly for octahedral divalent
elements (viCr2+ = viM2+).
Coupled P and Al Zonation
Although a coupled substitution involving Al is a
possible mechanism for incorporating Cr3+ or P5+ into
chondrule olivine, it is inconsistent with the observed
data. Coupled Al-P zonation was not observed in any
of olivines mapped in this study and Al2O3
concentrations were always near to or below our
detection limits (Al2O3 <0.03 wt%). This contrasts with
the commonly observed correlated P-Al zoning in
terrestrial olivine phenocrysts (Milman-Barris et al.
2008). Its absence in type IIA chondrules may reflect
their much lower concentrations of Al2O3 (1–5 wt%)
compared to mafic terrestrial magmas (Le Maitre 1976;
10–15 wt%). However, according to MELTS (Ghiorso
1985), the activity of Al2O3 is comparable in basaltic
and bulk chondrule liquids in spite of the large
concentration differences, and, therefore, if equilibrium
partitioning pertained to the growing olivine-liquid
interface, one might expect similar Al contents in
olivines in type IIA chondrules and phenocrysts from
terrestrial mafic lavas. However, as emphasized by
Milman-Barris et al. (2008), high concentrations of P in
olivine likely reflect disequilibrium processes, and this
may also affect Al. Alternatively, the MELTS silicate
liquid model, which incorporates few constraints on
Al2O3 activities in chondrule-like liquids, overestimates
the alumina activities in them.
Reequilibration Features in Equilibrated Chondrites
In this study, we observed well-defined P-enriched
zones in olivine at all metamorphic grades of H
chondrites, ranging from H3.1 (RC 075) to H6
(Guare~na), whereas consistently observed P-associated
Cr is restricted to H3.1–H3.3 chondrites and absent in
Dhajala (H3.8) and in the more highly equilibrated H
chondrites we examined. Thus, the destruction of P-
enriched zones through thermally induced diffusive
relaxation requires more extreme conditions than those
accessed through metamorphism of ordinary chondrites.
One mechanism by which P-enriched zones might be
expected to disappear is through recrystallization as
crystal boundaries sweep across the original igneous
zoning (e.g., Milman-Barris et al. 2008; Linckens et al.
2014). However, at least some olivine from type II
chondrules appears to have survived, even in the most
intensely metamorphosed chondrites, based on the
observed P zoning. Similarly, if igneous olivines were to
be held at elevated temperatures for a sufficiently long
period of time, the P-enriched zones would be expected
to homogenize diffusively, but these zones are observed
even in Allegan (H5) and Guare~na (H6) with
amplitudes and widths comparable to those observed in
the highly unequilibrated chondrites. Although the
diffusivity of P5+ in olivine is currently unknown,
Milman-Barris et al. (2008) calculated potential
diffusive relaxation times for P by assuming that the
chemical diffusion of P in olivine was as slow as self-
diffusion of Si along the c-axis (Dohmen et al. 2002).
In this case, a 5 lm band with a 50 lm spacing
between it and the adjacent band would homogenize in
~106 years at 1200 °C. Thus, metamorphism in the
parent bodies of H and LL ordinary chondrites was
insufficient in terms of duration and/or peak
temperature to affect P zoning, except through
recrystallization.
Spatially correlated Cr-P zoning is consistently
observed in olivines from type IIA chondrules in highly
to moderately unequilibrated H chondrites (H3.1–H3.4),
observed in some olivines in MAC 88174 (H3.5), diffuse
in nature or absent in Dhajala (H3.8), and not observed
in the equilibrated chondrites (H4.0 and higher). The
lack of P-Cr zonation at petrologic grades > ~3.6 is
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consistent with previous documentation of decreasing
bulk Cr concentrations in olivine as a function of
metamorphic type (Fig. 13; Grossman and Brearley
2005). Grossman and Brearley (2005) suggested that
chondrule olivines in ordinary chondrites of petrologic
grade ≥3.3 should have little Cr remaining and that by
grades >3.6 they should be virtually devoid of Cr,
although the mechanisms by which Cr exsolved or
diffused from these olivines are not well constrained.
Chromium that has left the olivine concentrates as Cr-
rich rims surrounding the grains (Grossman and
Brearley 2005; e.g., Figs. 4c, 4g, and 4k). The total Cr
concentrations in the olivines in this study are broadly
consistent with this observation; Cr concentrations are
highest in the H3.1–H3.4 range, lower in the H3.5
meteorite, generally below the detection limit for H3.8,
and always below the detection limit for metamorphic
grades ≥ H3.8. The offsets in our results relative to
Grossman and Brearley (2005) for Semarkona, BTN
00301, and WSG 95300 may be due to the fact that the
number of analyses was higher in this study, but the
number of grains analyzed was lower; that is, each
olivine in this study was analyzed by a traverse that
consisted of multiple points (N ≥ 50), but in
Semarkona, for example, only five olivine grains were
analyzed. The offset in the RC 075 data is significant
and may suggest that this meteorite should be
reclassified as H3.15. The observation of Cr zoning in
olivines above the limit found by Grossman and
Brearley (2005) (≥ metamorphic grade 3.3) is likely due
to the X-ray mapping conditions used here, specifically
the beam intensity and count times, both of which were
significantly higher than used in previous studies.
Olivine in the unmetamorphosed Semarkona
contains Cr that is consistent with an octahedral site
substitution of Cr2+ directly for Mg or Fe2+ and
appears to be uncorrelated with P. The P-Cr coupled
substitutions proposed for the highly to moderately
unequilibrated olivines are consistent with coupled P-
Cr3+ substitutions as discussed above. The suggested
presence of two populations of Cr in chondrule olivine,
divalent Cr substituting for Fe-Mg sites and trivalent Cr
associated with P likely leads to two distinct types of
behavior with increasing degree of metamorphism.
Overall, Cr concentrations in olivine decline with
increasing metamorphic grade as Cr2+ diffuses out of
the olivine and precipitates as chromite within the
crystals or at their surfaces, as outlined by Grossman
and Brearley (2005) (e.g., Figs. 4c, 5b, 6e, and 11k).
Chromium associated with P may decrease through
chromite precipitation via oxidation (e.g., 3VIFe2+ +
2IVCr3+ + 2O2 ↔ 2IVFe3+ + 3VI□ + FeCr2O4), a
reaction requiring no compensating loss of Si from
tetrahedral sites. Hence no silica-rich phase need
precipitate with the chromite, which is consistent with
Ashworth’s (1979) TEM-based observation that
chromite inclusions in olivine from equilibrated H
chondrites are isolated crystals. In principle, Cr
associated with P oscillations could also decrease
through a reaction such as VICr3+ + VI□ ↔ VINa+ +
VIM2+ (cf. equation 2; Mallmann et al. 2009) but we
view this as unlikely because the only olivines in our
study with enhanced concentrations of Na (BTN 00301
and WSG 95300: Table 1), also have well-defined Cr-
enriched zones associated with the P (Fig. 12a).
The presence of two Cr populations, and therefore
two different charge-balancing mechanisms, may also
account for the observation of weak, but “unsmeared”
Cr zoning (i.e., delicate, sharp features are present in
both the Cr and P X-ray maps) spatially correlated with
more intense P zoning in WSG 95300, BTN 00301,
Sharps, and MAC 88174 (Figs. 5 and 6). Similar features
were observed in both terrestrial and Martian olivines by
Milman-Barris et al. (2008; see their fig. 3). Following
Milman-Barris et al. (2008), we propose to explain these
observations in the following way (Fig. 14):
1. A higher diffusivity mechanism for Cr2+
substituting for divalent cations in the M1 or M2
sites that results in Cr2+ zoning relaxing relatively
rapidly and early in the metamorphic sequence.
2. A lower diffusivity for Cr3+ coupled with P5+. This
would result in retention of P-associated zoning of
Cr even as the Cr2+-dominated zonation relaxes
due to the more rapid diffusion of Cr2+, and the
initial emergence of the lower amplitude Cr
enrichment associated with P. Eventually, however,
either due to higher temperatures and/or longer
duration of metamorphism, even the elevated Cr
associated with P diffuses away, resulting initially in
broader, high Cr zones of decreasing amplitude, and
the eventual disappearance of the Cr-rich zones.
3. Phosphorus remains immobile through the range of
metamorphic grades observed in this study (LL3.0-
H6). The mechanism by which the P5+ is charge
balanced as the Cr3+ is removed from the olivine is
unknown. For example, if initial Cr-P correlations
reflect a coupled substitution as described above,
the fact that P zonation is retained despite complete
dissipation of Cr zonation requires a change in
substitution mechanism for P during Cr diffusion;
something else (e.g., Fe3+, H+, and/or vacancies)
must diffuse into the P-rich zones to maintain the
charge balance provided by Cr3+ before it diffused
away. Conversely, if not all of the P was charge
balanced by Cr (e.g., if it was charge balanced by
Mg vacancies), the dissipation of Cr zoning while P
remains immobile is more easily explained.
However, this substitution mechanism does not
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appear likely for the chondritic olivines in this study
as a negative correlation with either Si or Mg2+
was not observed as would be expected if this
mechanism were controlling substitution behavior.
The presence of two Cr populations behaving in
such a manner during diffusion also helps explain the
contradiction between the olivine Cr retention observed
in this study (up to metamorphic grade ~3.6) and that
reported by Grossman and Brearley (2005) (metamorphic
grade ~3.3). The majority of the Cr previously reported
in meteoritic olivines is divalent (Semarkona: Sutton
et al. 1996; Y 980459: Bell et al. 2014) and, therefore,
highly mobile leading to a rapid loss of igneous Cr
zoning during early metamorphism. The trivalent
minority is resistant to diffusion and remains coupled
with P5+ until much higher temperatures finally result in
reequilibration. Thus, it follows that the cation
diffusivities in olivine are D(P) << D(Cr3+(with P)) < D
(divalent cations) as observed in natural and
experimental olivines by Milman-Barris et al. (2008).
Phosphorus Halos around Type II Chondrules
Low-resolution elemental mapping of chondrules in
WSG 95300 (H3.3), BTN 00301 (H3.3), Sharps (H3.4),
MAC 88174 (H3.5), and Dhajala (H3.8) reveals the
presence of P-rich halos in the outer mesostasis of type
IIA chondrules in these meteorites (Fig. 8). The P hot
spots making up the halos are close to the chondrule-
matrix interface, generally within the groundmass of the
chondrule, but a P halo can extend into the matrix just
outside the chondrule-matrix interface (e.g., Fig. 8f).
The P halos show an increasing thickness and
diffuseness as metamorphic grade increases. Halos
around chondrules in WSG 95300 and BTN 00301 are
narrow and tightly defined; observed halos in Sharps
are both similar to those in the H3.3 meteorites (~60%)
and thicker and more diffuse (~40%) (Fig. 8c). The P
halos in MAC 88174 and Dhajala are all of a thick and
diffuse nature (Figs. 8d–f). Based on SEM examination
of these regions, the host phase for these P halos is a
Ca phosphate.
Phosphorus halos are not observed in the most
highly unequilibrated chondrites RC 075 (H3.1) and
Semarkona (LL3.0; Jones 1990), nor in H4-H6
chondrites (i.e., only observed in H3.3-H3.8 chondrites).
This implies that the process responsible for the
removal of P to the rim region of the chondrule occurs
early in the petrologic sequence (petrologic grade < 3.3)
prior to the onset of intense thermal metamorphism and
that equilibrated chondrites either did not undergo this
process or, more likely, that the phosphates were
mobilized under the more intense thermal conditions
under which these meteorites were metamorphosed,
leading to larger, more sparsely distributed crystals. The
appearance and disappearance of P-rich halos going up
metamorphic grade may be related to the previously
recognized growth of chondrite phosphates through
increasing grades of thermal metamorphism (<5–10 lm
in low grade chondrites to tens of microns by grades
5–6) (Van Schmus and Ribbe 1968; Grossman and
Brearley 2005). The diffusion of P out of the chondrules
prior to the onset of thermal metamorphism leads to
nucleation and crystallization of fine phosphate crystals
in the matrix surrounding the chondrules. More intense
thermal metamorphism is responsible for increased P
mobilization, leading to larger phosphate crystal sizes
due to the increase in material needed for
crystallization, and to a lack of P-rich halos as material
is moved away from chondrule boundaries toward
larger matrix crystals.
The mechanism by which P halos form around
chondrules in ordinary chondrites must have been



































Fig. 14. Cartoon illustrating the fate of P5+, igneous Cr (i.e., Cr2+), P-associated Cr (i.e., Cr3+), and Mg# as chondrite
metamorphism increases. a) Unmetamorphosed meteorite Semarkona (LL3.0). b) Low metamorphic grade meteorite RC 075
(H3.1). c) High metamorphic grades (>3.8).
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between groundmass and matrix. Brearley and
Chizmadia (2005) noted P halos around chondrules in
CM chondrites, with increasing thickness and
diffuseness of the halo associated with higher degrees of
alteration similar to that observed in the H chondrites
in this study. They suggested, based on thermodynamic
modeling of Zolensky et al. (1989), that the effective pH
within altering groundmass glass would have been
acidic due to the formation of the acid H2SiO4, thereby
favoring leaching of P and Ca, but that pH in the
matrix was more basic. The solubility for P dropped
once high pH matrix-dominated fluids were encountered
and this led to precipitation of phosphates near the
chondrule–matrix interface. A similar process may be
responsible for P halos in ordinary chondrites, although
one that takes place at significantly higher temperatures
(50 °C versus 200–400 °C for the CM and H chondrites,
respectively). Water activities were presumably much
lower in H chondrites than in CM chondrites as
hydrated phases are quite rare (e.g., versus abundant
serpentine–tochilinite in CM chondrites), but there are
several lines of evidence for the presence of small
amounts of spatially restricted fluids. First, the matrix
of Semarkona (Alexander et al. 1989) and several other
unequilibrated ordinary chondrites (e.g., MET 00526
(H3.2): Dobrica and Brearley 2012) contain significant
abundances of well-crystallized phyllosilicates indicating
there was enough fluid around to completely hydrate
the matrix materials. Therefore, within the matrix the
activity of water was very high. Additionally, Choi
et al. (1998) found that oxygen isotopes of matrix
magnetites in Semarkona (LL3.0) and Ngawi (LL3.4)
were consistent with Rayleigh fractionation through
growth of magnetite from a restricted oxygen reservoir
and inconsistent with significant fluid flow. Finally,
bleaching in radial pyroxene and cryptocrystalline
chondrules in a variety of ordinary chondrites is
attributed to low temperature aqueous alteration
processes that were active prior to thermal
metamorphism as is hydrogen measured in the
mesostases of type I chondrules from Semarkona
(Grossman et al. 2000, 2002). Calcium, P, and Cr are
leached from groundmass glass during this process and
Na comes into the glass. In addition, the heterogeneous
distribution of alkali elements (Na and K) in type II
chondrules in low-type 3 ordinary chondrites suggests
open system behavior and has been attributed to
aqueous alteration (Grossman and Brearley 2005).
The Lack of Oscillatory Zoning of P (and Other Minor
Elements) in Olivine from Low-FeO (Type I) Chondrules
Milman-Barris et al. (2008) found oscillatory zoning
of P in olivine from virtually every rock they looked at,
the sole exception being an olivine crystal from the
pallasite Brenham. A basic result of this study is that
oscillatory zoning of P in olivine is invariably present in
type IIA chondrules and, based on a smaller data set
spanning the range of metamorphic grades (RC 075
[H3.1], Dhajala [H3.8], Forest Vale [H4], Guare~na [H6]),
invariably absent in type I chondrules (Fig. 7). This
difference is probably not a result of differences in bulk
P content as type I chondrules have both a similar range
in P2O5 bulk composition to the type II chondrules (e.g.,
Hewins et al. 1996) and contain readily measureable P
in the metal or in oxides derived from the metal (e.g.,
Zanda et al. 1994). Instead, it reflects the absence of
available P in the silicate melt from which olivine
crystallized due to virtually complete sequestration of P
into alloy melts. Type IA and IIA chondrules can have
similar olivine crystallization temperatures (e.g., Wasson
1996; Alexander et al. 2008), but the type IA chondrules
formed under more reducing conditions, have much
more abundant metal, and are more magnesian. Alloy/
silicate melt partition coefficients for P increase with
increasing temperature, MgO content of the silicate
melt, and decreasing fO2 (e.g., Newsom and Drake 1983;
Righter et al. 2010). For type I chondrules, P is likely to
be highly compatible in the alloy. We would, therefore,
expect that the silicate melts from which olivines in type
I chondrules crystallized would have had much lower P
concentrations than in type II chondrules, leading to
virtually P-free olivine. In type IIA chondrules, P
was oxidized and residing in the silicate melt at the time
olivine crystallized and oscillatory zoning of P occurred
because, as in most igneous systems, P was available to
the growing olivine crystals.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Phosphorus zoning was observed in H chondrite
olivines in type IIA chondrules through all
metamorphic grades. The zoning, which occurs in
many forms including oscillatory or high P interiors
surrounded by low P rims, represents original
igneous zoning.
2. Thermal metamorphism of type IIA chondrules,
even up to grade 6, is insufficient to diffusively
homogenize P in the olivine.
3. Although oscillatory P zoning is present in olivines
at all metamorphic types, for grades ≥ H3.8,
olivines in chondrule interiors retain P zoning while
those adjacent to the rim are P-zone free.
Phosphorus-enriched halos surround type II
chondrules from H3.3–H3.8 chondrites implying a
redistribution of P from the chondrule. The
mechanism by which this loss occurs, potentially
through aqueous alteration, must have been active
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early in the petrologic sequence before onset of
intense thermal metamorphism as P-rich halos are
not observed in more equilibrated chondrules,
possibly reflecting redistribution of P during thermal
metamorphism.
4. Phosphorus zoning is correlated with Cr zoning in
metamorphic grades 3.6 and lower. Cr2+,
substituting for divalent cations in the M1 and M2
sites, is present only at the lowest grade as a
function of fractionation processes during
crystallization. Due to a higher diffusivity than the
Cr3+, Cr2+ begins to diffusively relax as
metamorphic grade increases. A lower diffusivity for
Cr3+ coupled with P results in retention of P-
associated Cr zoning to higher metamorphic grades
(≤H3.6). For even higher metamorphic grades
(>H3.6), however, even the P-associated Cr
reequilibrated.
5. The absence of Al zoning coupled with the Cr and/
or P suggests that low concentrations of Al in
chondrule-like liquids mitigated against significant
concentrations of Al in the olivines that crystallized
from them.
6. Phosphorus halos or rims consisting of micron-sized
Ca-phosphate particles surround type II chondrules
in H3.3–H3.8 meteorites; they are not observed in
either the highly unequilibrated or the equilibrated
meteorites. The method by which these features are
produced is unconstrained but their appearance and
disappearance as metamorphic grade increases
suggests it is driven by chemical potential
differences in P and Ca between groundmass and
matrix.
7. Phosphorus zoning is not observed in olivines in
type I chondrules, possible reflecting the absence of
available P in silicate melts due to sequestration
into alloy melts.
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